SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES
ANNUAL DINNER
27 NOVEMBER 2020
BECOME AN
EVENT PARTNER
AT THE PREMIER SOCIAL EVENT OF THE
PERTH SUBSEA INDUSTRY

Hosted by the Perth Branch of the SUT, our annual dinner is the highlight of the SUT social calendar bringing together subsea community for a prestigious evening of dinner, drinks and networking. With upwards of 250 guests, this is our largest event of the year.

Why sponsor?

Build BRAND AWARENESS

Gain BRAND EXPOSURE in a social setting

CREDIBILITY by aligning with a premier event for the industry

If you would like further information about sponsoring please speak to an SUT committee member or email p.slapp@sut.org
**PLATINUM SPONSOR**

**Whats included?**

**Branding:**
- Logo on all material relating to the event
- Logo on menu on each table
- Logo on photo backdrop in the pre dinner drinks area
- Logo on floor plans
- Logo on first red & first white bottle of wine on each table
- Logo on every 10 slides of presentation on the screens
- Pull-up banner on stage at the event alongside the SUT banner

**Inclusions:**
- One complimentary table of 10
- Prime table location on the night
- Formal recognition and thanks on the night
- Invitation from SUT to come on stage
- Photo shoot at your table
- Recognition on screens at the dinner (on loop)
- Acknowledgement on social media
- Table photo to go on following years promotional flyer
- Recognition in SUT Perth Quarterly Report & SUT Annual Report

**Opportunities:**

*At sponsor’s expense & subject to approval*

- Opportunity to supply a small gift to each guest on the night (supplied by sponsor)
- Opportunity to provide 2 promotional slides to be included in the rotating SUT slide pack during the evening. Each slide plays for 10 seconds.
GOLD SPONSOR

Whats included?

Branding:
Logo on all material relating to the event
Logo on menu on each table
Logo on table name plate on each table
Logo on photo backdrop in the pre dinner drinks area
Logo on every 10 slides of presentation on the screens
Pull-up banner on stage at the event alongside the SUT banner

Inclusions:
One complimentary table of 10
Prime table location on the night
Formal recognition and thanks on the night
Photo shoot at your table
Recognition on screens at the dinner (on loop)
Acknowledgement on social media
Table photo to go on following years promotional flyer
Recognition in SUT Perth Quarterly Report & SUT Annual Report

Opportunities:
At sponsor’s expense & subject to approval
Opportunity to provide 1 promotional slide to be included in the rotating SUT slide pack during the evening. Each slide plays for 10 seconds.

$5,500 + GST
1 SOLD
1 Available
DINNER SUPPORTER

Whats included?

Branding:
Logo on all material relating to the event
Logo on menu on each table
Logo on photo backdrop in the pre dinner drinks area
Logo on first red & first white bottle of wine on each table
Logo on every 10 slides of presentation on the screens
Pull-up banner in the pre-dinner drinks area

Inclusions:
One complimentary table of 5
Prime table location on the night
Formal recognition and thanks on the night
Photo shoot at your table
Recognition on screens at the dinner (on loop)
Acknowledgement on social media
Table photo to go on following years promotional flyer
Recognition in SUT Perth Quarterly Report & SUT Annual Report

Opportunities:
At sponsor's expense & subject to approval

Opportunity to provide 1 promotional slide to be included in the rotating SUT slide pack during the evening. Each slide plays for 10 seconds.
THANK YOU

We hope you will consider the benefits of sponsoring our Annual Dinner event. For further information or to confirm your involvement please contact Patricia Slapp on p.slapp@sut.org